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The lower the skill level, the more points 
are scored on service aces & unforced 
errors (technical).
The higher the skill level, the more points 
are scored on attacking & blocking 
(tactical).
Never attempt tactically what your team 
cannot do technically.
Use tactics appropriate for your personnel 
and skill level.

Basic guiding principles
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Guiding principles (cont.)

Place players in positions according to 
their skill, experience & potential.
Consider what you need to do to win and 
how much time you have to practice.
Keep it simple, remembering the stronger 
and more experienced the team, the more 
complex the tactics can become.
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Different types of offensive systems

4-2
5-1
6-2
5-2
Swing
Others?
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4-2 Offense (setter middle or right)

STRENGTHS
Easier for setters
Setter in front row
Setter can pass in BR
Can use back row 
attack 

WEAKNESSES
Two attacker in front 
row
Setter may also be a 
good hitter

S

S
H

H
H

H
Net
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5-1 Offense

STRENGTHS
1 offensive leader
3 attackers in the front 
row more often
Players specialize
Variety of patterns
to use

WEAKNESSES
1 setter gets hurt
Only 2 attackers
in 3 rotations
If setter is short
a possible blocking 
disadvantage

S

RS

M1

M2

O1

O2
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6-2 Offense

STRENGTHS
Symmetrical
Uses 2 good setters
Always 3 hitters in the 
front row
Setter can be a hitter 
in the front row

WEAKNESSES
2 different setters 
(speed, sets, etc.)
Split leadership

S-H

S-H
M2

M1

O2

O1
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5-2 Offense

STRENGTHS
Uses 2 setters
Use strength of each 
one
5 hitters available

WEAKNESSES
2 different setters
Run out of 
substitutions

S1,S2

O1

M1

O2

RS
M2
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3 Middle Offense

STRENGTHS
Use all middles skills
Confusing to 
opponents

WEAKNESSES
Middles must be able to 
play a variety of 
positions well

L M R
O1 M3 M1
O1 M3 O2
O2 M3 M2
O2 M2 S
M1 M2 S
O1 M1 S

S

M2

M1M3

O1

O2
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Identifying passers 

Keep passing statistics at every practice.
Identify your primary and secondary 
passers.
Make sure to train passing in pairs 
(seams).
Put your primary passer in the middle of 
the serve reception pattern as much as 
you can.
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Training the setter (s)

Be able to deliver a hittable ball -- 
something the hitter can take a hard swing 
at, preferably vs. 1 blocker.
Understand the offense.
Understand the flow of the game…set the 
hot hitter, set away from congestion, keep 
the offense spread out...
Inspire the hitters.
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Training the outside hitters

Good passer
Can score on a high outside set
Will get most of the sets
Good defensive player
Can read the setter and block a dump
Can block a slide hitter
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Training the middle hitters

Quick hitter
Can attack quick on transition
Understands the game as a blocker
Can read the situation
Good lateral movement
Keeps hands high
Can penetrate the net with hands
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Training the right side hitters

Best blocker
Might be left handed
Could attack the 2nd ball
Good play set hitter – running an X
Good 2nd ball setter

Quick sets, back sets, backrow sets
Keeps the ball in front of their hitting shoulder
Good slide hitter
Good passer in serve reception
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Training the Libero / DS
Best passer / Best defense
Down ball – receive and hit
Free ball – receive and send over
Underhand pass to hitter
Overhand pass to hitter from behind attack line
Serve
Receive serves from all positions
Dig from all positions in the BR
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Training the back row hitters

Can jump and hit with a high reach
Pays attention and is ready every time a 
ball is passed or dug
Always set behind the quick attacker or to 
an open space along the net
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Communication system
Define & name the different sets (height & 
location along the net and away from it)
Predetermined plays
Hand signals
Verbal 
Audible
Setter or attacker calling the set or play
Chinese national team Free Ball
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Reception patterns
Expose your best passers as much as 
possible
Pass with a variety of passers in each 
rotation
3 person – straight across
4 person – “U” reception
5 person  - “W” reception
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XXX

XX

XX

X
X

X

X

X X

X

X X
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Serve receive offense

Opponents serve
Have 4 attacker options for each reception 
pattern
Make sure middles receive serves and can 
still go hit a quick set
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Transition offense

Your team serves
Block or dig and hit (transition)
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Coverage offense 

Your team attacks
Little rays of sunshine

H

X
X

X

X

X
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Free ball or down ball offense

Receiving ball from opponents with no 
block
Set plays or middle calls first
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Out of system offense

Poorly dug or passed ball out of target area
All players should be able to overhead set the 
ball 
Target for set if 5 feet inside the antenna and 5 
feet off the net
Libero should be able to underhand pass the 
ball to the hitter
Always set cross court to hitter and see the ball, 
net and blockers when approaching.
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Who runs offense?

Setter
Coach
Team
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Summary

Never attempt to do tactically what you 
cannot do technically.
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Questions?
reynaud@fsu.edu


